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Abstract:
Detailed comparisons of ineasurements made on small-angle neutron
scattering instruments at pulsed spallation and reactor sources show that the results
from the two types of instruments are comparable. It is t urther demonstrated that
spallation instruments are preferable for measurements in the mid-momentmn transfer
domain or when a large domain is needed.
Introduction
Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) instruments at pulsed sources use time-of-flight
(TOE) to measure the magnitude of the momentum of each counted neutron, rather than
monochromate the incident beam. This is necessary, as the time-averaged flux at pulsed spallation
sources is low, and every available neutron must be used. The meth(xis of data acquisition and reduction for TOF-SANS are new and some aspects are still under development, and we need to
demonstrate that data obtained using these new techniques are reliable, and that measurements
taken on the two classes of instruments are comparable. We present here some results of some
measurements designed to meet this objective, in which detailed comparisons are done between
measurements on standard samples at TOF instruments with SANS instruments at reactors. In
this paper we will show that the answers obtained from the two types of instruments are the slmae,
with the caveat that there are some minor Jifferences that may be due to incoherent scattering,
multiple scattering, and instrument resolution. We hope that as a result of this work experimenters
,v',ll be aided in planning measurements and in making good choices as to which type of instrument
might be more suitable for a pmticular measurement.
Results
A blend of d-polys'tyrene (48_) _4th h-polysO_rene
Small-angle scattering from a blend of 48% deuterated polystyrene is expected to exhibit
I(Q) - Q-2, characteristic of a Gaussian coil. In Figure 1 we show the results of data taken on two
TOF-SANS instruments: the Low-Q Neutron Diffracton-|eter (LQD) at the Los Alamos Neutron
Scattering Center, Los Alamos National Laboratory and the Small-angle Neutron Diffractonaeter
(SAD) at Argonne National Laboratory; and two reactor-based instruments: the 30M SANS at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and D-11 at the Institut Laue-Langevin.
Measurements on LQD and SAD were taken with insm.maent fixed geometry. The SAD
measurement was taken with the detector off-axis. In each case data acquisition and reduction was
done by standard methods and are described elsewhere [1-4]. Two geometries were used on the
reactor instruments: 19 and 7 M sample to detector distances on the 30-M SANS, and 10 and 2.5
M on D- 11. Measurenaents on the 30-M instrument were done by F. Bates and G. Wignal.
Ali data are placed in ztscale of absolute differential scattering probability per unit solid angle, dP/d_ (division by sample thickness will give dY'./df2(cm-1), the macroscopic differential
cross section per unit volume per unit solid angle). This was done by detemaining a calibration
constant for each instrument. For the reactor instruments, a primary standard, water, was used
[5,6]. Secondary standards with cross sections derived frorn the reactor instruments were used to
calibrate the TOF instruments. In the case of SAD this was an irradiated aluminum standard Al-4,
the absolute intensity of which wits determined on the Oa_ Ridge 30 M instrunaent [6]. For LQD
calibration was done using the polystyrene blend discussed here and also a silica gel sample; the
absolute intensity values for which were determined on D-11.
E

The absoILlte SANS intensities (shifted by factors ()('two for comparison in l')gure I) From
each Ineast)rclncnt are identical, on the average. Since c'a!ibration of the TOF: instru_ncnts was
done usin,, results frorn the reactor based instrtwnerlts, there is no sui't)i'ise that the intensity agrees
'rhat the two T()F: instrulnents agree very weil, does show that the determination of a
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Figure l. Polysb'ren¢ Blend:
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Figure 2. Vycor Glass:
m, D-11, 10M; o, D-11, SM; _ LQD

calibration constant for these instruments can be done in a straightforward manner, even though the
two TOF ir_struments are very different in design and neutron source characteristics 111,71
These data (figure. 1) show the l_u'ge Q-domain accessible using TOF instruments on a
single measurement_larger
than that available on the reactor instruments, even with tw() camera
settings. In principle, data can be obtained on LQD over the domain 0.002 < Q < 0.5 ,X,-1,and
0.005 < Q < 0.3 on SAD. Realization of this range depends on a number of factors, including
scattering intensity, counting times, incoherent scattering and the range of incident neutron wavelength used. These limit the domain of useable data in this inst,'tnce to 0.003 < Q _<0.2 ,_-1 on
LQD and 0.005 < Q 0.12 ,_ on SAD.
The slopes of the double log plots for the TOF data are -2 to within experimental error.
The slopes of the lines for the reactor-SANS data are slightly smaller. We are not sure of the reasons lhr the difference bu[ suspect that effects from incoherent scattering may play a role here.
George Wignal (private communication) reports that a value of 4 must be subtracted from the
ORNL data, his estimate of the incoherent signal in the blend, to obtain a line on the double log
l)l()twith slol)e -2.
In the data taken one LQD there is a deviati()n form the I(Q) - Q-2 power law at the lowest
Q vulues, lt is likely that in this domain Q-1 = Rg, the radius of gyration of the polymer; thus we
are observing a cross-over into a Guinier region.-There als() may be some effects from mt_ltiple
scattering [8] due to the large incident neutron wavelengths used to obtain very low Q data. l'his
p()ints out a potential disadvantage of TOF-SANS at very low Q, as limits in instrument length (if

,I

a franle overlap chol_per is not used) requires tile use of long wavelength
tain ttata ira this region.

neutrons in order to ob-

A S,mTple Of Vycor glass:
"I'l_eporosity of this vycor glass leads to a correlation peak at Q- 0.()2 A 1 . In Figure 2 we
compare data taken at D-11 and LQD. The D-11 data are taken at sample to detector distances of
10M and 5M using 10,h neutrorls. Data on LQD were taken with a proton beam current on target
of 60btA. The results give some further interesting comparisons between LQD and D. 11.
Scattering
measurements
(expressed
in figure 2 as dX/df_ (cre-l)) taken on the tv,,'o
instruments are essentially the same, given that for a peaked function the instrument resolution
becomes a factor in the result. In the example in Fig. 2 data, from LQD were reduced using ali
time channels. This gives the maximum Q-range for the n_easurement.
When this procedure is
used the precision in Q for LQD (sample to detector distance y__,,
4.3M) is similar to D11 at 5M, as
evidenced by the similarity in curve shape and height. However, resolution of a TOF instrument is
dependent on the TOF-charlnels used in data reduction [21]; thus, had only longer TOF-channels
been included, a narrower peak in the region about Q =,,0.02 "1 would have resulted.
The data acquisition time tor this experiment ,'m_tits transmissior_ on LQD was 30 minutes.
To achieve the same statistics (0.45%) in an equal width Q-bin (0.001 ]k:1 ) at a single value of Q
(0.030 A- 1 ) at D - 11 would take 9 minutes at the 5 - rn position. Thus it took more than 3 times as
long to get adata set at LQD, but the Q- range obtained is nearly 4 times as wide. In this example,
the extended range allows detemfination of the power-law slope above Q = 0.045 ]k 1 . When a
constant (incoherent contribution) of 0.14 cm -I is subtracted, the slope of -3.360+0.006 extends to
the highest values of Q measured.
Conclusions:
From these examples, we conclude that the results of scattering measurements
taken at
TOF-SANS and reactor-based SANS instruments are comparable.
Small differences can perhaps
be better understood, and thus COXTected. The current generation of small-angle instruments on
pulsed spallation sources is competitive at moderate Q and may be faster when a wide range of Q
IS requirecl, lt appears, however, that present high flux reactor-based
instruments ax'e superior for
measurements at veu low-Q or over a narrow range of Q.
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